
PEPPER SPRAY TECHNIQUES  

TRAINING VIDEO TEST 
 

Date:___________ Time:__________ Printed Name: _______________________________________ 

This exam is meant to determine your comprehension of the SGM training video titled above. Please read each question carefully and 

select what you feel is the correct answer. Place an X on the line to the left of your answer. Upon completion of the test, return it to the 

instructor. You must answer at least 8 questions correctly in order to pass this exam. If you answer less than 8 questions correctly you 

will be required to be retested.  

 

1. OC spray can only be used in self defense. 

_____ True   _____ False  

2. Use OC spray in an emergency situation only if verbal commands are ignored. 

_____ True   _____ False  

3. If a person complies with a lawful command they should be OC sprayed to make sure they remain in 

compliance. 

_____ True   _____ False  

4. Always make a report after using OC spray. 

_____ True   _____ False  

5. When you are involved with more than one combatant, always spray the immediate or closest threat first. 

_____ True   _____ False  

6. When you OC someone it is not necessary to call for medical assistance afterwards. 

_____ True   _____ False  

7. After you OC spray a suspect, wait 5 minutes before getting close to them. 

_____ True   _____ False  

8. Once you OC spray a person you can then continue to patrol your post. 

_____ True   _____ False  

9. Store OC at room temperature when you are not carrying it. 

_____ True   _____ False  

10. The longer the spraying time, the wetter the puff. 

_____ True   _____ False  
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Question # Answer 

1 TRUE 

2 TRUE 

3 FALSE 

4 TRUE 

5 TRUE 

6 FALSE 

7 FALSE 

8 FALSE 

9 TRUE 

10 TRUE 


